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AVE home automation enters to IoT and Voice Assistants’ 
world: the smart home of the future is reality now 

 
AVE DOMINA plus home automation enters to Internet of Things expanding 
its wide range of features through a proprietary cloud with dedicated app 

and full compatibility with main Voice Assistants. 
 
How would you imagine the smart home of the future? AVE, Italian company leading the 
international scene of the high quality electric and electronic equipment manufacturers that is 
on the rise also in the home automation sector today, offered its personal answer 
implementing the innovative AVE Cloud remote service with dedicated app in its DOMINA 
plus home automation and - through AVE Connect - entering to the IoT world, including 
the ability to control the system with voice commands through the most widespread digital 
Assistants. 
 
The smart home of the future is reality. Until today two philosophies coexisted: home 
automation and IoT devices. However, with DOMINA plus these two worlds come together 
exalting both their peculiarities through AVE Cloud, the IoT ready home automation of 
AVE: a system that is totally integrated with the house and always ready to meet the 
technological needs of its inhabitants. 
 
Available for iOS and Android devices, the AVE Cloud app allows you to manage directly from 
your smartphones and tablets (or from a PC via an internet page) any automation and function 
integrated into the home automation system: lights, temperature, sound diffusion, motorized 
shutters, anti-intrusion, ventilation, irrigation, scenarios, loads control, just to name a few. At 
any time and place you can stay in touch with your home exactly as if you were in front 
of DOMINA plus Touch screen supervisors, with the ability to switch to a simplified icons’ 
viewing or, rotating the smartphone horizontally, to virtually "navigate" among the rooms 
through practical graphical maps. AVE Cloud also offers an innovative feature that allows you 
to create scenarios using smartphone and customize them according to where you are (geo-
localized scenarios). For example, when you go out, you can watch the gate that closes 
behind you. That’s all you have to do. Your home will do everything by itself: lowering the 
rolling shutters and inserting the alarm. 
 
AVE Cloud is designed to share the advantages of home automation with the family. 
It allows to connect to your home from multiple devices simultaneously, without limits. Even 
if you have more than one home automation, there are no problems: the app is structured to 
manage multiple systems, so as to better supervise even your second house. For maximum 
protection, AVE Cloud can be connected to the anti-intrusion system, water and gas 
detectors: if an alarm occurred, push notifications are sent directly to your smartphone to 
give you immediate feedback on what is happening. 
 
Moreover, thanks to the AVE Connect service, DOMINA plus integrates perfectly with 
the main Voice Assistants, both through the respective apps and smart speakers. In this 
way, all the functions integrated by AVE home automation system - even the most advanced 
ones such as the Scenarios - can be easily recalled with a tap or though voice commands 
interrogating the Assistants. AVE Connect allows DOMINA plus to interact with the IoT 
ecosystem that can potentially be created inside a house. With AVE Connect, the home 
automation system will be controlled natively by the digital assistant, which will allow you to 
command other IoT devices and other functions, such as receiving weather and traffic 
information, or simply recalling a "routine", a planned sequence of actions to meet the primary 
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daily needs. AVE Connect is not only a service that integrates control through the voice, but 
also the management and supervision of the entire smart home. You can control a single 
light or those of the whole house. In the same way it’s possible to interact with smart plugs, 
shutters and thermostats. All this through an innovative and continuously improving digital 
tool. 
 
With AVE, home automation becomes more technological and on a human scale. With 
this assumption, DOMINA plus was launched a few years ago. Since then it has evolved over 
time, offering new functions up to allow complete management of the entire house. Today a 
further step towards the future is taken: thanks to AVE Cloud, you can control the home 
automation system exactly as if you were in front of touch screens supervisors. For those who 
want to centralize all their smart world, through AVE Connect, DOMINA plus easily connects to 
the Assistants of the most important manufacturers to manage the whole house (home 
automation and IoT devices) from a single app or through voice commands. 
 
The AVE home automation is IoT ready in order to create unimaginable scenarios. 
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